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network conditions [1] or change the layout to portrait the loudest
location (Google+ Hangout).
To build socially-aware systems, we need a better understanding
on how asymmetric network conditions, group activities and
different roles affect the individual and the overall QoE (e.g., how
delay on a single participant affects the overall QoE? Should we
provide more bandwidth to active participants over passive
participants? Should we use more of the available bandwidth for
frame-rate or resolution?)
Previous research investigated dyadic conversations [2], high-end
business-oriented solutions [3] and the implication of desynchronization when watching videos remotely [4]. But they
only provide us with an starting point. ITU is starting to look into
the direction of QoE assessment of multiparty tele-meetings as
well [5]. Still there are no recommendations available and the
current knowledge is not sufficient to build systems, which can
act upon the influencing factors of QoE.
Such knowledge is obtained through extensive user trials under
diverse, but controlled, conditions. Unfortunately, none of the
publicly available solutions provide the flexibility and level of
control, which is required for extensively investigate the influence
of network and media parameters on the QoE. We investigated
how such experiments can be done with Google’s Hangout but we
ran into several problems. The control and manipulation of the
technical aspects are only indirectly possible through simulating
network conditions. If we are to investigate asymmetric network
conditions this requires an extensive infrastructure. Monitoring
the experiment sessions becomes also problematic. In standard
video-conferencing software, the experiment conductor cannot be
hidden, which influences the trial. Solutions for recording the
media streams, in the original and degraded version, are either
accompanied by quality reduction, which does not allow
reasoning about the original perceived quality or require
expensive specialized hardware.
This paper tries to fill a current gap: the lack of an adequate
testbed for controlled experiments, which allows obtaining
conclusive results regarding QoE in video-mediated group
communication. It describes our solution the Video-Mediated
Communication Testbed (VMC-TB).

ABSTRACT
Video-Mediated group communication is filtering into everyday
use, as commercial products enable people to connect with friends
and relatives. Current solutions provide basic support, so that
communication can happen, but do they enable conversations?
This paper argues that the purpose and the context of the
conversation are influential factors that are rarely taken into
consideration. The aim should be on the development of
underlying mechanisms that can seamless palliate the effects of
networking variances (e.g., delays) and optimize media and
connection for every single participant. In particular, our interest
is on how to improve remote multi-party gatherings by
dynamically adjusting network and communication parameters,
depending on the ongoing conversation. If we are to provide a
software component that can, in real-time, monitor the Quality of
Experience (QoE), we would have to carry out extensive
experiments under different varying (but controllable) conditions.
Unfortunately, there are no tools available that provide us the
required fined-grained level of control. This paper reports on our
efforts implementing such a testbed. It provides the experiment
conductor with the possibility of modifying and monitoring
network and media conditions in real-time.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Communications Applications]: videoconferencing H.5.1
[Multimedia Information Systems]: Evaluation/methodology
H.5.3 [Group and Organization Interfaces]:
Evaluation/methodology, Synchronous interaction

General Terms
Experimentation, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION
As video-mediated group communication gradually finds it ways
into our everyday life, we need to build systems that support our
needs whether we are just casually catching up with family
overseas or watching the latest game of our favorite sports team
with far away friends. Current systems adapt the media to the

2. QoE in Video Mediated Communication
In order to evaluate the QoE in video mediated communication
(VMC) we have to address two issues: what factors do we look at
and how do we measure them.
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2.1 Factors of QoE in VMC
The model we use is based on the framework by Geerts et al. [6]
and the one by Wu et al. [7]. We applied them to VMC and
consider in this paper only aspects for controlled experiments.
This model, visualized in Figure 1, considers the different factors
that will influence QoE in video-mediated communication. QoE,
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aas a cognitive pro
ocess, is located
d in the center. The
T distance of th
he
inndividual facto
ors to the centter denotes ho
ow strongly theey
innfluence the currrent experience.. The model has three dimension
ns:
S
System, User and
d Context.

adopts a specific rolee in a specific ccontext. E.g. G
Given some
delay, tthe experience ffrom the moderaator might be diffferent from
the onee of other partticipants. Finallly, at the persoon level we
consideer the individuall experience thiss user has. The reelation from
more ggeneral to very inndividual experieences is illustratted in Figure
1 by thee level of detail the user icon haas.
The coontext is createed by the interrplay of the usser with the
situatioon. The user reaacts to based onn how she/he peerceives the
situatioon and in turn sshapes it with hher/his actions w
which makes
the conntext inherently unstable [8]. Thhe context can bbe classified
based oon three levels [6] [8]: interacction, situationall and socioculturall.
The intteractional conteext covers the iinteraction of thhe user with
the sys tem and the currrent task at hannd. The interactioonal context
is embeedded in the situuational context, which concernss the session
in term
ms of activitiess and participaants. The user has certain
interestts from which shhe/he forms, givven the opportunnities of the
currentt situation, her/hhis current goals.. The socio-cultuural context,
in whiich these situattions take placee, deals with aaspects like
societall conversation eetiquette and habbits. The socio-cuultural layer
can be modeled as a rreciprocal interaction between ssocial norms
and acttions people evalluate, plan and ccarry out.

2.2 M
Measuring M
Methodologgies

Figure 1 Influence
I
Facto
or Model for Qo
oE in VMC

The im
mpact of these facctors is modeledd through an adaaption of the
basic pprocess from ennvironmental psychology. In tthis process
environnmental influencces form cognitive perceptions and lead to
behaviooral consequencces [9]. It is sttill an ongoing research to
determiine which cognnitive perceptionns should be connsidered for
QoE, bbut it is clear that we have to measure thee behavioral
consequuences. The m
measurements arre usually categgorized into
subjecttive and objectivve methods[7].

T
The System diimension repressents the techniical aspects. Th
his
ddimension is mo
odeled as a stacck. The lowest layer
l
contains th
he
nnetwork aspects, which influencce the system lay
yer, which in tu
urn
innfluence the ap
pplication layer (the user perceptible aspect). At
A
thhis layer is wheere QoS and Qo
oE interface, as the user interaccts
w
with the system
m. Real-Time QoS monitorin
ng usually tracces
nnetwork aspects like packet delaay, jitter and ban
ndwidth, but useers
oonly judge the end
e result like video
v
artifacts and
a audio qualitty.
T
The impact of th
he network level on the application level is shapeed
bby numerous facctors like protocol and codecs. The
T parameters of
Q
QoS impacting QoE
Q in VMC, based on the mod
del for distributeed
innteractive system
ms by Wu et al. [7], are shown in
n Figure 2.
Q
QoS stack is em
mbedded in the device and acceessed through th
he
ssystem UI, whicch also directly
y interacts with the user, in th
his
ppaper we are fo
ocusing on dyn
namic aspects influenced by th
he
nnetwork.

Subjecctive methods arre self-reports from the user, givving insights
about hhow the particippant perceived tthe session from
m his or her
own pooint of view.
Questionnaiires are a coommon methodology for
assessinng impressionss in a quantiitative way. T
They allow
processsing the feedbackk with statisticall methods.
Interviews aare commonly ussed for gatheringg qualitative
feedbacck. They providee a descriptive vview of the userss experience
and cann provide more ddetailed insights about it.

Video: Resolution
Audio: Frequencyy

Objecttive methods aare based on externally obseervable and
quantiffiable behaviorall changes.
Task Scorees are metrics based on thhe task the
particippants have to peerform in the exxperiment. Comm
mon metrics
are taskk completion tim
mes or successfuul vs. unsuccessfful attempts.
Task sccores are, in VM
MC, often only an indirect meeasure, since
many sscenarios do not have an inherennt quantifiable taask.
Speech Patterns are a moree direct look at the ongoing
interacttion. For this a model of turn-taaking [10] is appplied which
quantiffies the ongoingg interaction inn terms of speaaking times,
length of turns and ppauses, simultanneous speech ettc. Previous
researcch has found iinfluences on speech patternss from the
previouusly detailed facctors: mediating technology [11], roles [12]
and conntext [13].
Physiologicaal measurementts are based onn biological
reactionns (e.g. heart ratte) which are corrrelated with expperiences.

Vividne
ess

Distortion
Video:Frame‐rate
e
Audio: SampleRate
e
Delay

Interactiivity

Ap
pplication Layer QoS

Jitter
Inter‐stream (A/V))
Synchronization
Inter‐participant
synchronization

Consiste
ency

F
Figure 2 QoS Pa
arameters interrfacing QoE (ad
dapted from [7])
T
The user dimen
nsion distinguishes between a peerson and the rolles
thhis person takees in video-med
diated conversattions [6]. On th
he
pparticipant levell, we are conceerned with exp
periences that are
a
tyypical for a geneeral user of a VM
MC system. On the role level, we
w
w
want to detail ex
xperiences, baseed on the assum
mption, that a usser

3. Viideo-Mediaated Converrsation-TesttBed
In this section we pressent our developped testbed. Wee first give a
quick ooverview of the system. Then w
we explain how
w the system
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Figure 4 Video
o Pipelines in V
VMC-TB
eenables us to inv
vestigate the factors highlighted in
i Section 2.1 an
nd
hhow the methodo
ologies, detailed in Section 2.2, are
a integrated.

3.2 S
Support forr QoE Factoors
In the following, we explain how tthe main QoE factors are
supportted in our testbeed.

33.1 Video Client
C
for Multiparty
M
Conferencing
C
g
O
Our testbed consists
c
of a Video-Client for Multiparrty
C
Conferencing, sh
hown in Figure 3, an ObserverC
Control Client for
f
thhe experiment conductor and a tool for anallyzing experimeent
ssessions (Figure 5).

3.2.1 QoS Parameeters
In secttion 2.1 we idenntified some QooS parameters thhat will have
an imppact on the Q
QoE. To investiigate the effects of these
parameeters, we need too be able to conntrol and monitoor them. For
monitooring the visual (for audio respeectively acousticcal) aspects,
we recoord the transmittted streams on tthe sender and reeceiver side.
To keep
ep track of the teemporal aspects,, we synchronizze the clocks
of our clients via the N
Network Time P
Protocol (NTP) and log the
For this we direcctly insert a barccode into the
delay oof every frame. F
video, which we crop--out at the receiiving side beforee presenting
the videeo to the user (ccompare Figure 3 and Figure 5).. By directly
insertinng the timestamp
mps into the videeo we measure tthe delay of
the whhole processing pipeline, insteaad of only of tthe network
delay. For the compleete “mouth-to-ear” delay we nneed to also
ment, which
consideer the delay of capturing and rrendering equipm
can be assumed to be static and can bbe measured using external
tools [114].
The parameeters Resolutioon/Frequency aand Framemple-rate can bee manipulated ddirectly at the coorresponding
rate/Sam
capturinng elements (w
with respect to the capabilitties of the
devicess). For the other parameter, we uuse the followingg:

Figure 3 VM
MC-TB Client
T
The clients arre full-featured
d multiparty-vid
deo conferencin
ng
aapplications whiich are directly connected with
h each other. Th
he
ssystem is design
ned so it runs in a controlled environment. At th
he
m
moment we tran
nsmit data over User Datagram
m Protocol (UDP
P).
W
We implemented
d the media pro
ocessing pipelin
nes of our testbeed
uusing GStreamerr1, a flexible, open-source
o
too
olkit with sourcceffilter-sink based architecture. Fig
gure 4 shows a simplified versio
on
oof a sending and a receiving pipeeline for the videeo stream. Besid
des
thhe normal elemeents for capturin
ng, encoding, and
d transmission, we
w
aadded elements for monitoring and controlling
g the network an
nd
m
media parameteers (see section 3.2.1). While GStreamer is
im
mplemented in C, we implem
mented the no
ot-so performance
ccritical compon
nents in the more
m
lightweig
ght programmin
ng
laanguage Python. This gives us a flexible platforrm, which is easiily
eextensible and cu
ustomizable .
T
The experiment conductor (usin
ng the ObserverC
Control Client), is
uusually not show
wn to the other participants, no
ot to influence th
he
trrial, but can dynamically join the
t conversation
n, if necessary, to
ggive feedback or additional instructions. Furthermore,
F
th
he
ddifferent steps of
o the experiment can be scrip
pted based on th
he
sstatus of the sysstem. E.g. to automatically show
w a questionnaiire
aafter a task is fin
nished, set new conditions
c
after all questionnairres
aare filled out an
nd so forth. Eacch individual sttep is logged an
nd
aavailable for dataa analysis.

1

 Disstortion: We caan control distorrtion by insertinng available
filteers from GStreeamer (e.g. bluur) or changingg the codec
setttings. The easy eextensible pluginn architecture off GStreamer
mak
akes it easy to deevelop and integgrate custom, moore complex
disttortion patterns.
 Dellay: The minimu
mum delay our syystem achieves, in the ideal
connditions of our local network, is in average 770ms with a
25m
ms standard devviation. We cann add delay byy increasing
minnimum amount of data hold in the buffers on the sending
andd the receiving siide.
 Jittter: We keep thhe network delaay constant by eemploying a
jitteerbuffer. We caan add jitter by adjusting the buuffer on the
rec eiving side.
udio/Video) Syynchronization:: We can
 Intterstream (Au
achhieve audio/videeo (de)synchroniization by manippulating the
del ay buffers in auddio and video strreams separatelyy.
 Intter-participant Synchronizatioon: Since there iis a separate
pippeline for eveery participant we can achhieve basic
(dee)synchronizationn by setting different delays for each
parrticipant. Since we have synnchronized clockks and the
cappturing timestaamps more complex syncchronization
alggorithm can be buuilt on top of thiis.
All parrameters can be modified in reaal-time at a runnning system,
which is required, since modern networks havve typically
fluctuatting performancces during one seession [15].

www.gstreamerr.org
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integrate aspects of the session at hand, e.g. questions about
specific participants or based on the completion of the task.

3.2.2 User
We achieve the monitoring of each individual participant by
recording the received and sent video at each client. This allows
an investigation from the perspective of each user.
The roles arise from the experiment design. Forcing users into
formal roles can be achieved by assigning them to the participants
in the experiment (e.g. discussion moderator) or creating scenarios
with roles present (e.g. tele teaching with teacher and student).
We support the experiment conductor in this task, by allowing
him to label each participant with an individual a role. This label
can be used to asymmetrically manipulate the aforementioned
parameters, execute specific behavior for the activity and it is
available as metadata for the data analysis after the experiment.

Task Scores
The integration of tasks makes it possible to make an automatized
scoring of the outcome. In the example sketched in Section 3.2.3
the answers of the decision making task was transmitted to the
observer during the experiment. Additionally, other more
traditional measures such as completion time are easily obtained,
as the testbed logs all experiment steps.
Speech Patterns
The transmitted media is saved on the sending and on the
receiving side. This enables us to analyze the conversation after
the experiment from each participant’s perspective. We created a
tool for viewing an experiment session and analyzing speech
patterns (see Figure 5). The tool shows for each participant a
timeline with blocks when there is audio activity. These are
usually speech (shown in light blue), and can be later tagged by
the analyst by different categories, e.g. laughter shown in green or
non-verbal utterance (e.g. “uh”, “hmm”) shown in orange.

Further insights into the user’s personal traits can be gained by
integrating corresponding questions into the questionnaires before
or after the experiments. Biases, attitudes and expectations with
the experiment scenario and VMC systems in general should be
considered.

3.2.3 Context
The interaction context is shaped by the user, when interacting
with the system under a given task [6]. The User Interface of the
VMC-TB Client is designed to support easy customization. It can
be easily adapted for a specific experiment with the Glade GUIBuilder2.
For example, the client shown in Figure 3 is designed for an
experiment that investigates the effect of delay in semi-structured
group discussions with 5 participants. The client shows a small
version of the own video in the upper left corner, a task specific
pane below it and the other 4 participants in a square layout. In the
task pane, we implemented a shared view of the questions
participants had to discuss and had to select an answer from. In
this experiment we decided to make a static layout, which shows
all participants in the same size, as we focused on delay, and
wanted to keep the influence from layout as constant as possible.
The UI is rather simple, based on the experience in UI design, that
participants give more feedback on systems which are
recognizable as prototypes [16]. Further than the layout and task
integration, the local context is shaped by the specific experiment
design. The situational context is in controlled experiments
always imposed (“participating in an experiment”) and the sociocultural context by inviting the appropriate participant to the
study. Further insights into the socio-cultural background of the
participants can be gained through questionnaires before or after
the experiment session. Questionnaires to assess the socio-cultural
background should thus investigate knowledge, experiences and
plans of activities similar to the experiment activity and VMC in
general.

Figure 5 Speech Pattern Analysis Tool
Interviews and physiological measurements
Our tool does not specially supported interviews or physiological
measurements. Interviews are indirectly aided, as our system
makes it easy for the experiment conductor to have a first look at
the questionnaire data during or directly at the end of the trial.
This makes it possible to focus in the debriefing on areas where
additional information might be needed for the interpretation of
the data.

4. DISCUSSION
We reported in this paper a testbed for conducting experimental
research. We showed that the software permits us to control and
directly manipulate a number of application level QoS parameters.
The monitoring capabilities allow us, to analyze in detail the
conducted experiments.
The tool allows us to consider different scenarios and activities.
By integrating the task into our system, and monitor it, we can
better understand what kind of interaction patterns arise and how
they change under the influence of our QoS parameters. The
detailed monitoring of each participant, allows us to investigate,
whether specific effects are dependent on the role of the user.
With the analysis of speech pattern, we have a promising tool,
which provides objective data that complements the subjective
user feedback. The recording of the media streams in original and
degraded quality, allow us to investigate whether current objective
full-reference QoE metrics, correlate with the subjective feedback.
As a first step we started to investigate the effect of delay on
semi-structured group discussion with 5 participants. We used a
decision making task, similar to the survival scenario [5] and
assigned one of the participants to be the moderator. As a starting

3.3 Assessing Feedback
Questionnaires
VMC-TB integrates functionality so questionnaires can be
administered. The questionnaires can be easily defined over a
simple document format and displayed to the participants
throughout the experiment. The experiment conductor receives the
results from the questionnaires directly after they have been filled
out. The integration of the experiments into the testbed has many
advantages. The questionnaire can be made an intrinsic part of the
experiment, so completion of the questionnaire can trigger the
next step of the experiment. Furthermore it is easy to dynamically

2
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point, we conducted a study with around 50 participants, setting
symmetric conditions for all participants. In the next step, we will
asymmetrically modify the delay conditions, to gain insight how
this impacts the individual vs. the overall QoE of the group. This
will give us insight what are appropriate inter-participant
synchronization schemes for group discussions.
Further, we want to investigate the effect of the parameters video
and audio quality and common VMC activities like sharing media.
The testbed is a first step towards our final goal: detailing the
effect from different factors (QoS, context, roles) on the
individual and overall QoE in video-mediated group
communication.
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